
VARIO M7

VARIO M7 - the cabinet system with
additive sliding-floating doors.

Compared to classic office cabinet systems, the VARIO M7
cabinet system is characterized by a very calm front
appearance. To achieve this, the number of visible joints is
reduced to a minimum by means of pre-hung sliding-
floating doors and continuous carcase sides.

M7 cabinets are available up to a height of 6 BH with
divided or continuous sliding-floating doors. Starting from a
shelf element, the fronts are pre-hung and run in one plane
on aluminum rails. With the sliding-sliding doors, the result
is always an architecturally clear joint pattern.

The optional fabric covering of the fronts offers sound-
absorbing properties in addition to a warm atmosphere.
More information on acoustic equipment in our AKUSTIK
brochure in the download area.

In addition to the equipment with shelves, differentiated
compartment division and pull-out clothes rail, there is also
provision for running-in hanging pull-outs and drawers.
Due to the adapted design, dimensions and materials, M7
can be optimally combined with the M8 wardrobe system.

Heights without stand element
2 BH: 740 mm
3 BH: 1112 mm
4 BH: 1483 mm
5 BH: 1855 mm
6 BH: 2226 mm

Depth
415, 600 mm

Width
600, 800, 900, 1000 mm

Design: Prof. Klaus Michel
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Equipment

anodized aluminum track 

acoustic back panel attached 

steel base 40 mm 

visible back wall attached with velcro
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Surfaces
Uni Dekor Trend 2024

rostrot U335 ST9 agave U645 ST9 angora U705 ST9 misty blue U502 ST9

CURA SCREEN 2024

river 66540 

kitt 61459

merino 61468

sea 66539

sandel 64540

moos 68461

koralle 64497

kupfer 61457

salbei 62525

ocean 66465

clay 61532

steppe 62526

lake 66467

sand 61568

decor uni

premium white  

stone grey  

pastel white  

porcelain  

misty grey  

diamant grey  

titan  

black  

lava  

decor metallic

white aluminium  graphite metallic  
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Soft Touch

creme  camel-sand brown  grey-brown  black 

wood-decor

maple decor beech decor oak decor acacia decor walnut decor light

Veneer

Oak nature Oak black

BLAZER LITE

happy LTH55

graceful LTH51

pastel LTH65 

harmony LTH63

hope LTH50

pillow LTH43 

true LTH61

freedom LTH69 

bliss LTH48 

retreat LTH39 

mood LTH44 

haven LTH40

daydream LTH46

pamper LTH66

wish LTH67 

solace LTH70

shelter LTH60 

faith LTH68

dainty LTH64 

cuddle LTH62 
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tender LTH53 

verity LTH57 

balance LTH41 

devoted LTH58 

aspire LTH52 

praise LTH54

worship LTH59 

angle LTH49 

buddah LTH56 

love LTH47

hush LTH42 

SYNERGY 170

level LDP20

summon LDP45

share LDP85

sync LDP69

pact LDP53

serendipity LDP08  

loop LDP18

mutual LDP84

support LDP55

kinship LDP56

affix LDP32  

work LDP73

collaborate LDP68

regard LDP54

group LDP59

chemistry LDP35  

fellowship LDP66

guild LDP63

append LDP49

process LDP88

gather LDP46

combo LDP77

alike LDP62

compound LDP25

LUCIA

slip YB094 buru YB170 paseo YB019 havana YB009 rum YB086 
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steel YB095 

tarot YB090 

belize YB105 

solano YB088 

ocean YB100 

adobo YB165 

martinique YB004 

bridgetown YB102

sombrero YB046 

madura YB156 

bluebell YB097 

costa YB026 

tortuga YB168 

blizzard YB108 

apple YB096 

scuba YB089 

campeche YB301 

lobster YB087 

tequila YB038 

marianna YB157 

sandstorm YB302 

windjammer YB047

calypso YB106 

aruba YB093 

montserrat YB011 

oyster YB107 

ERA 170

splitsecond CSX31

aeon CSX20

transition CSX30

quota CSX41

range CSX42

forecast CSX11

occurence CSX23

analogue CSX33

forward CSX14

calendar CSX19

notation CSX36

allowance CSX38

futurist CSX01
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Sockel
Base colours

white aluminium black white
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Product family

M7 trailer / CHANGE

M8

M7 trailer / STAGE SX
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